Dalmatian Coast Ride 9/26 - 10/4
Eight AFMC members, six wives and a Turkish tour guide walk into a
bar in Croatia. The bartender says, "Mi ne dopuštaju Turcima ovdje",
which roughly translates to "We don't allow Turks in here!". We say,
"We're all blind and he's our seeing eye Turk." The bartender says,
"Wait a minute, those are usually German Shepards or Doberman
Pinchers....they're not Dalmatians!" We all scream......"THEY GAVE US
A DALMATIAN?!" (With apologies to all Turks and poodles)0
Opening Night
We gathered in Venice on a warm Thursday evening at the very pleasant
hotel on the Grand Canal called Ca'Sagredo, which was the home of the
Medieval mathematician and friend of Galileo, who perfected the portable
thermometer, of all things (where exactly does one carry a portable
thermometer?) We also suspect he invented the paper napkin. We briefed
for the ride with Skip, the Tourmaster, in the lobby bar and handed out

maps, t-shirts and lucky Turkish evil eye charms (?) brought to us from
Turkey by Kaz and his older brother Ayhan (which means Moon King in
Cyrillic) before going out to dine at a nearby trattoria of some note (cloth
napkins were used).

Day 1 - Sucking on Diesel in the Dolomites
After a grand European breakfast in the grand breakfast salon of
Ca'Sagredo, we piled into two overloaded Grand Canal water taxis and
headed for Piazzale di Roma, where the 9 bikes, the van and the car were
all hiding in the Marco Polo Garage. Brand new (sort of) BMW
R1200GS('13), R1200GS('12) and F800GS were awaiting us. We actually
were pretty efficient in getting on the road, so off we went, north into the
Dolomites after a quick stop at the ubiquitous Autogrill.
Our first adventure was watching Woo try and overcome an obviously
horrible toll booth karma while Lee waited "patiently" behind him, saying,
"go, just go.....GO". Then, much to Lee's chagrin, we all decided to join him
on his Cortina d'Ampezzo loop through several mountain passes. We even
found a real Tyrollean lunch spot that Heidi would have liked and Jim
Rogers would gave loved with old warhorse motorcycles in every corner.
After more cheese and ham sandwiches than we could handle, we blasted
back towards the Slovenian mountains, but ominously stopped for benzine
first.

It turns out that Europe serves several flavors of diesel at the pump,
including one Eco-friendly varietal that shares the same pump with high
test and has a green pump handle (full bore diesel has a black handle) that
a quasi-color-blind student from Bologna could easily mistake for high test.
Sure enough, Lee did, and Andy jumped in right behind him. It turns out
that BMW R1200GS machines do not like any sort of diesel up their fuel
lines. The next several hours were spent teaching Lee how to suck on a
siphon tube with a combination of conviction and guilt. Luckily he had been
a banker so long that the sucking came easy to him. Mark Dilly, Roger

Hansen and Skip were busy trying to figure out if they could turn the bike
upside down without having it blow up. Kaz and Ayhan had more practical
suggestions passed down from the Ottoman Empire....which actually
seemed to work.
Lt. Commander Forrester, USNR Retired stood with hands on hips
disgustedl overseeing the whole affair. Meanwhile Gator Bob learned a
lesson in European Caveat Emptor when he put €20 into pump 2 only to
find a friendly German motorcyclist had pumped his tank full on Bob's Euro.

Subsidizing Europe could become a hobby for us all soon the way things
are going.

The rest of us did what Flyers do best....when trouble arises we bug out.
We chose to follow the one functioning GPS in the group, which was on
Roger Hansen's bike. Between that, the Spot geo-spatial positioning device
on his armband and his credentials from the Capetown/Cairo run, the Silk
Road, Patagonia and the Darien Gap, we figured he was up to the
challenge. We promptly followed him blindly into Austria when we were
supposed to go south to Slovenia. Even Edwina putting all her 87 pounds
into banging on Roger's helmet didn't help. So while Andy and Skip limped
home in the van with the diesel flooded beast, Kaz and Lee skipped lithely
through the mountains past Lake Bled and caught us in the outskirts of
Ljubljana. It only took one street closure to bring Steve Larsen up from the
pack to yell out to Kaz and Roger, "Are you guys lost? Can I help?" That's
the nice thing about Flyers in a crisis, if they're not bugging out, they're
jumping into the fray to help at just the wrong moment. We then arrived at
the hotel and were directed to the safe back courtyard where we parked
after some mandatory demolition derby parking displays.

Meanwhile the girls in the Mercedes got lost in the Dolomites and had to
stop for directions. Naturally, what looked like an Italian laborer turned out
to be a German wolf in Italian clothing. Maggie said, "What big eyes you
have." He said, "the better to see you beautiful fraulines mit." Jean said,
"what big ears you have." He said, "the better to hear you lovelies giggle."
Then Sharon said, "what big teeth you have." Whereupon, he started
stroking her arm and asking them to stay for some schnitzel. Kim stepped
on the gas and decided that Slovenia would be a safer bet.

Dinner was at a lovely bistro just across the river. We were all impressed
with Ljubljana at night. Imagine a cross between Prague and San Antonio's
RiverWalk.

Day 2 - Adriatic or Bust
Saturday dawned damp and dreary so we split into several pods and went
our separate ways, hoping Andy would be able to resolve his carbureation
issues.....it would be back to sucking for Lee if he didn't.
A wet Saturday on a motorcycle on Slovenian and Croation country roads
really does not suck in the least. While some went down onto the
Jadransko Peninsula and others went to the Pivka War Museum (note that
the ladies went only to the Pivka War Museum Gift Shop, per
Maggie'ssuggestion), Bob, Woo and I wandered down the mountain roads
to the Otok (island of) Krk. The mountain roads once crossing the Croatian
border are sweet and well-maintained. We glided down the mountainside to
the bridge to Krk.

You haven't lived until you've been on an island with no vowels. There is
basically one road on Otok Krk, but that did not keep Bob and Woo from
taking a turn and getting lost. They fibbed that they had stopped to eat

lunch, but the Marinomics audit test proved them too polite to make me feel
awkward about my spaghetti at the ferry landing. Once there, we all
boarded the slippery ferry deck and watched Woo learn how to deploy a
proper centerstand. On to the Otok Cres, where we found the mother load
of winding ridge line roads. The only thing that could beat that was the 24
Km from Heaven from the mainland ferry to our hotel in Opatjia.
Meanwhile, the rest of the Gang was busy looking for Steve Larsen's
glasses. Kaz found the first with his boot. Then later in the day, Steve
found them around his neck after driving back 30 Klicks to look for them.
These are the things that happen once you get into your mid-sixties. The
good news is that by the time you turn 70, Roger tells us you don't care
about these things and Arthur tells us that at 80 you don't remember them.
Day 3 - The Adriatic in our Faces
Senj is purported to be the coldest and windiest spot on the Adriatic. But
after pouring rain from Opatijia to Senj, sitting in a harbor-front bar for a hot
chocolate cocktail seemed almost dry and balmy on this quiet Sunday
morning. As Roger Hansen noted, he thought he had one dry spot until
Edwina pointed out that he was pretty much wet all over.
Now the road from Senj south is another stretch of Heaven that varies
between an Amalfi Drive-like road hugging the cliffs over the blue Adriatic to
reaching down in a few spots right to the water. The rain has gone to
sprinkles, which seems almost pleasant compared to the pissing down rain

of the morning. The road surface is as good as any I have ridden and the
post-seasonal lack of traffic made the ride absolutely inspiring.

I am sitting on the top deck of the ferry to Otok Pag without a clue as to
what happened to the rest of the crew. I fear they may be headed to Otok
Rab (see how a few vowels can throw you off your game). The ferries to
Pag leave hourly so not to worry. After riding half way down Otok Pag, I
realized that while a pretty island, it was flatter and less curvy as to its
roadways. Accordingly, I called the gang, who had finally made it to the
ferry landing, and gave them the heads up in case they were loving the
coast road. It turned out they all took the ferry anyway and enjoyed
themselves after just missing a major thunderburst and downpour.

Zadar is supposed to be the northernmost spot on the true Dalmatian
Coast. I was expecting an old medieval city like Eze, but see that it's more
like Tel Aviv with a modern shell surrounding a small old central city...on a
peninsula...again just like Tel Aviv. We wandered around the town and
found it to be very Euro-modern within an old town wrapper. The highlight
was the Sea Organ at the end of the peninsula, a spot for everyone to
gather and stare at the Adriatic while being serenaded by the Sea Organ
built into the plaza steps.

Day 4 - Splitting the Group to Split
The forecast for the day is for another 90% chance of heavy rain, so we are
planning a short day down the coast to Split. It's a shame,since I suspect
this stretch is one of the nicest. While stepping outside onto the old Roman
paved street of Zadar, Kim and I discovered one of the mysteries of the
ages. We all know the Roman Empire prevailed for many reasons
including that they were master road builders. What no one has unearthed
until this morning is that when these paving stones are wet, they cannot be
walked upon in flip flops (Kim went slipping and sliding). So perhaps the
decline of the Roman Empire came about more due to a flip flop problem
than the over-reaching we are taught in our Ancient Civilization courses.
Think about it.
The forecast understated the extremity of the weather. The word deluge
comes to mind....in the biblical sense. It rained cats, dogs and even
elephants if such is possible. Lee and I bugged out of Zadar early and
avoided none of weather. At one point the flooding on the coast was kneeeye and we became the victims of two oncoming trucks that literally sent
two 10 foot waves over our heads. Any chance of a dry spot after that was
nonexistent. We're talking rain down the pants and into our boots.
Lee and I decided to go to the ancient city/island of Trogir for lunch. It
never occurred to us that an island might be the wrong spot to go during
extreme flooding. While we saw the whole island, we did so is several feet
of water. We finally stopped near the entrance castle and found a
restaurant that was willing to take in two drowned rats in Kevlar and we had
a pizza. The drive from Trogir to Split was uneventful and we even pulled

up to the Hotel Luxe to find Andy and Steve dressed in their finest for a
walk about town. After parking in the back, we squished into the lobby and
asked about getting our clothes dried.......
The highlight of the dinner was having Elton John join us for Steve Larsen's
birthday celebration.

Day 5 - Dry at Last, Dry at Last, Thank God We're Dry at Last (with all
due respect to MLK's 50th Anniversary)
The day dawned bright and blue above and below.. The Adriatic after a
storm was crystal clear and the sky had that dry breeze that comes after an
extraordinarily hard rain. We had a little confusion about riding
configuration (rumor has it that Mark and Jeanne Dilly didn't want to be
seen riding amidst so much fluorescent yellow) so Bob, Woo and I decided
to depart early down the coast to Dubrovnik. What a spectacular coastline
this is when you can see it. We stopped regularly and often to snap
pictures and just gawk at the views....and to get regularly buzzed by Lee
whipping by us. The roads were sort of medium crowded, which makes me
wonder what this is all like mid-season. But the twists and turns and cliffhugging made for a great ride. An interesting note is that the cliffs of the
Dalmatian Coast are dotted with clumps of green, which I suspect is where
the spotted dogs got their name.

Before Dubrovnik one has to go through a small slice of Bosnia /
Herzogovina (obviously the slicing up of the former Yugoslavia involved
compromises to give everyone the resources they felt they needed to
survive as independent states.). To the inland side there were some

spectacular lakes surrounded by green hills and dotted with islands. No
Adirondack lakes are prettier. And then, coming into Dubrovnik from the
north we crossed a modern single stanchion suspension bridge that hails
welcome to the arriving cruise ships, of which there were two in port on this
fine day.

The only thing prettier that Dubrovnik from the north is Dubrovnik from the
south. This is the classic tourist bureau shot of Croatia and it is every bit as
pretty as it looks in the postcards.
We proceeded down the coast to Montenegro because.....when else would
any of us likely get to Montenegro? The target was the ancient walled
castle of Kotar, which is on the far side of a large alpine lake from which the
Montenegran mountains soar straight up. It's all very reminiscent of
Switzerland except the castle has a sort of Moorish medieval thing about it.
We rode the narrow lakeside road back to the ferry to avoid
circumnavigating the alpine lake again. That had a Norwegian fiords thing
going on.
On the ride back to Dubrovnik, another motorcycle collided with me while I
tried yo turn left and he tried to pass all traffic in the oncoming lane. No
one was hurt, but it was a clear near miss that would have turned the trip
into a memorable experience not in a good way.

10 of our 14 went to Montenegro today while the other 4 enjoyed the
prettiest city so far of this ride in Dubrovnik.

Day 6 - The Balkanization of AFMC
The Flyers have been through many stages since their founding in 1996.
Most of those "phases" have been pretty puerile, but hey, we can't help it if
we missed those important days in kindergarten just like the folks in Serbia,
Croatia, Bosnia and Slovenia (formerly known as Yugoslavia). Sometimes
it's just too hard to get along.
As best this totally objective reporter can tell, this all started with Kim. She
may seem like the innocent and pleasant sort, but do not be fooled. It was
she, through her close relationship with her sister Sharon that got Woo into
the group. And Woo is clearly a trouble-maker. Imagine dropping your
money at the toll booth, wanting to ride slowly to enjoy the sights and
lingering over a lunch while on vacation. Where does he get off? Doesn't
he understand the concept of High Mileage / Low Expectations? Well, he
has clearly pissed off Lee to the point where Lee was driven to spending a
day (Day 4) with Rich, and that can never lead to anything good. Sure
enough, Lee is now expecting Rich and others to do civil things like wait for
him to finish breakfast before leaving. The nerve? So, he seceded from
the union and went to Montenegro by himself presumably to negotiate a

treaty of secession. We presume it was successful because Lee was gone
by 6:30am.....on his own to Bosnia.....probably to hold more talks.
Meanwhile, Bob has clearly had enough of the union as well. It all began
on Krk when Rich lost him and Woo. Sounds like Rich and Woo have been
put up to this probably by Kim. Rich speeds ahead while Woo drags Bob
back. It's a classic military and sports tactic and it had the desired effect.
Bob also spent Day 4 on his own. Rich did his best to reunify the team on
Day 5, but to no avail. Bob split from the gang right in front of our eyes
today mumbling something about a gadget issue excuse. He made a
feeble attempt to rejoin the group in Sarajevo, feigning being lost and
unable to find the hotel, but we were having none of that and promptly
abandoned him in the garage to find his own way to the hotel.

And then even the riding today was all about who would be the alpha dog
behind Kaz. People (like Jeanne and Mark Dilly) were dropping gloves to
distract and slow other riders. It was a mess. Shown above are four
suspected conspirators trying to conjure up another tactic to break up the
group...

Note that the group has taken to head-out parking in order to get a jump on
one another for the pole position. Only Andy and Woo haven't figured out
how to do that yet...

And none of that interfered with a great day of riding through the pretty
mountains of Bosnia. We lunched in the lovely rebuilt (after the latest
Balkan war) town of Mostar, where the bridge is a UNESCO World Heritage
Site.
We learned later at dinner in Sarajevo that both Lee and Bob had had
some adventures of their own with locals that were, shall we say, more
economically challenged. Meanwhile, Kim, Sharon, Jean and Maggie had
their own adventures on the mountain back roads, mostly involving
wandering cows. We all laughed off all our foibles and decided the Balkans
made for great riding even if they were no longer joined and that AFMC
was better for staying together than going our separate ways.....after all,
who else would put up with us?
Day 7 - Hello Wells Fargo? I Forgot My Credit Card in Bosnia...
Yes, that's right, Steve Larsen forgot his credit card at the gas station right
before we crossed back into Croatia. Lucky for him, Kaz caught the
oversight and saved the day, but not before making him sweat a bit. We
plan to surprise Lee at dinner with his iPad and glasses, which Kaz also
picked up at the hotel in Sarajevo, right where Lee had left them.
We spent the morning riding up the lovely mountain passes of Bosnia,
where the only building material seems to be large red bricks and all
houses are required to be three or four floors high built in a style that can
best be described as "basic". The national uniform is certainly the track
suit. And the expression on every person I passed reminded me of old
sepia photographs of my Czechoslovakian great-grandparents.....all with
that severe look brought about on by lots of hard work and very little to
enjoy or look forward to. I'm reminded of a comment by a recent immigrant
from Russia who said that the biggest difference in America was that when
you weren't smiling people ask, "what's wrong?", while in Russia if you did
smile they asked, "what's going on?"
But Bosnia does know how to build great roads through mountain passes
reminiscent of Franconia Notch....and we felt like we rode through all of
them with only one traffic jam when 3 truckers banded together in a convoy

to make sure no motorcycles could pass safely. So rather than take the
risk, we stopped for lunch in Banja Luka, the old provincial seat of the
Ottoman Empire in the Balkans. I'm sure there was a good reason why
this mountain gap of a town was so strategically important to the Ottomans,
but neither Kaz nor Ayhan were talking.
From there we basically just boogied up the Autostrada to Zagreb trying to
calculate which currencies to use, which to expense through Marinomics
and which to just tuck away never to recapture useable value again. Bob
tried to arbitrage Andy as he paid the lunch bill in KM, but Andy was aware
of Bob's old cotton trading tricks and was having none of it.
We all pulled into the Zagreb Esplanade and did our demolition derby
parking routine one last time, noting that Lee's bike was already neatly
parked, purposely distant from the riff raff and looking altogether blue at the
same time. We later learned that Lee was stalking our womenfolk up in the
funicular on the pretense of going to a mountaintop museum. Well, at least
that explains some of the mystery of Ghost Rider of the Balkans, a new
reality TV show on HBO this Fall.

